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Minutes of GIRS Advisory Panel Meeting  
 

Microsoft Teams Meeting 
 

28th September 2021 10:00 am 
 

 

In attendance: 

 
Les Thomas (LT) LRQA   (Secretary) 
Leigh Keegan (LK) Scotia Gas Networks  (Chairperson) 
Dave Morgan (DM) UIP Representative 
Zenon Przybyszewski (ZP) Last Mile Asset Management 
Peter O’Neill (PO) Cadent 
Geoff Harle (GH) Northern Gas Networks 
Keith Johnston (KJ) GTC 
Gareth Arnold  Indigo Pipelines 
Paul Leighton (PL) Fulcrum 
Dean O’Dee (DO) UIP Representative  
Karl Miller (KM) LRQA 
 
Apologies: Apologies were received from Tina Hawke - Cadent and Steven McGill Energy 
Assets 
 
1. Welcome introductions and apologies for absence 

 
After brief introductions, LK welcomed everyone to the third GIRSAP meeting of 
2021. 

 
2. Acceptance of previous minutes 

 
The previous minutes were accepted as a true record of events. 
 
2.1 Outstanding Actions 

 
The outstanding actions were discussed as follows: 
 
2.1.1 Projects are encountering issues with DN asset records being incorrect. 
The action related to lead times from DNs being unacceptable for some design 
changes following issues found on site that resulted in a deviation process being 
implemented and the need for the DNS to provide contact numbers for the 
sitework teams for circulating to the UIPs 
 
During discussion it was once again confirmed that Cadent numbers have been 
provided to the UIPs and that Northern Gas Networks had issued the details to 
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LRQA for circulation (See attached). LK explained that Scotia Gas Networks contact 
details were held on the new web site but that the SharePoint page had collapsed.  
This was to be rectified shortly. 
 
The NGN contact details are included with these minutes; however, Wales & West 
Utilities were not in attendance to confirm the contact numbers and the action 
remains open for the W&WU representative to confirm this. 

 
2.1.2  MM1 & MM2 forms  
The Issue raised at the previous GIRSAP surrounded the need for the MM1 and 
MM2 forms holding the operative’s date of birth and National Insurance number 
and whether this gives UIPs an issue with GDPR. GDN panel members had agreed 
to take the issue up with their respective network controllers. 
 
GH confirmed that the New NGN database did not require the NI information and 
that the NI field can be left blank. During discussion it was explained that the 
Cadent process was that the NI number was used to differentiate between two 
people of the same name or to clarify when a person was known under different 
names. 
 
This was understood to be a valid reason for retaining the information however, 
there was a consensus that the EUSR number was more appropriate, as there were 
fewer risks relating to the EUSR number than a NI number in the unlikely event of a 
data breach. PO agreed to discuss a move to use the EUSR number rather than the 
NI number with Cadent Network control. During discission it was explained that 
any change will need to be prioritised by the IT section and there may be delays in 
finalising any changes.  
 
3. LRQA Report 

 
3.1 Surveillance visit results - YTD 01/01/2021 and 20/09/2021 
The surveillance visit detailed results are included as appendix 1of these minutes. 
There are currently 185 companies on the register 49 of which remain at Partial. 
 
The uptake of those companies with CMOB and DMOB scopes was also detailed. 

 
3.1.1 Discussion of Findings raised - 01/01/2021 and 20/09/2021 

• 161 on site Surveillance visits 
• 16 Design Surveillance Visits 
• 17 Office based Recertification visits 
• 21 Office Based Partial Assessments and 
• 37 On Site Partial to full Assessments have been completed 
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During the surveillance visits the following deficiencies have been identified:  
• 1 Major Deficiencies (3 in 2020) 
• 118 Minor Deficiencies (181 in 2020) 
• 72 visits with no deficiencies (75 During 2020) 

 
A breakdown of the sections with the highest findings was provided that 
demonstrated the majority of findings are raised under section 7 of GIG 2 Work 
Issue and Control and Section 6 Methods of working. Further interrogation reveals 
that the majority of the deficiencies in section 7 related to section 7g Equipment 
Calibration and control, and that the majority of deficiencies identified in section 6 
related to 6g Work being done to specification and as directed by method 
statements. Some examples of the issues identified were explained.  
 
The list of the companies recording the highest number of findings in one visit 
since the last meeting was provided. 
 
The Key Focus Areas for 2021 were listed as: 

 
• Mains Pressure testing 

o Safe control of test areas. 
o Testing using the correct equipment, 
o Gauges, Connections, and whip arresters etc. 
o Accurate recording and documenting the test carried out 

• Equipment calibration 
 
 
LT requested that network owner representatives on the GIRSAP panel consider 
what they would wish the focus of attention to be for 2022 in readiness for the 
January 2022 meeting. 
 
3.1.2 LRQA Reporting Developments 
LRQA presented an extract from the power BI report that shows the granularity of 
information now retained by LR. 
 
The extract lists all deficiencies and/or observations identified per UIP by Network 
owner (The report also includes the upstream Network Owner where applicable). 
This means that a Network Owner can easily be provided with all Major and Minor 
deficiencies identified (as well as any observations) that may impact their network. 
 
Panel members were keen to know when the information would be made available 
and also requested that, as UIPs work on many networks, there would be a benefit 
if all findings identified for a given UIP were available to all Network Owners. It was 
suggested that this information could be published from January, subject to a data 
cleanse and informing the UIPS of its implementation.   
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During discussion it was agreed that it was appropriate to consult the UIPs on the 
format of the new information being circulated before we launch any publication 
and that it would also be prudent if the disclosure of findings was documented in 
GIG 2. LRQA agreed to Notify the UIPs of the impending changes and consider the 
appropriate wording and clause for documenting the requirement for LRQA to 
disclose all findings in GIG 2. 
 
Whilst there was a consensus that as the list of findings was a measure of UIP 
performance and not a Network Owner deficiency, the Network Owners could 
remain listed. However, it was agreed that the Panel members would consult with 
other company representatives to confirm their acceptance of being included on 
the list. LRQ Aagreed to include a redacted report for circulation with these 
minutes for use as part of the consultation with the UIPs and GTs.    
 
Finally during closing discussions, it was explained that the INA were meeting on 
Friday and it would be useful if the redacted list could be made available for 
discussion in that meeting. LT to forward a copy to KJ. 
 
4. Review of UIP Forum Minutes May 2021 
The UIP forum was cancelled due to illness. It was explained that as the next UIP 
forum will be held prior to the next GIRSAP it was not intended that the UIP forum 
would re-convened.  However, during the discussion on the new LRQA reporting 
system it was agreed that LRQA would consult with the UIPs on the data being 
reported and should there be a need to have a meeting then LRQA would 
facilitate.  
 
5. LRQA Sale and Transition 
KM explained that there was no real change to circumstances currently as the 
Legal Entities are being set up and there are internal discussions over the legal 
name and other technicalities. 
 
Letters have been issued as there is a need to realign contractual arrangements 
with the new entities. This was reflected in a recent email issued by LRQA 
regarding Purchase Orders and invoicing. Once again it was reiterated that the 
brand was to be called LRQA (not an acronym) and that we await the new logo. 
 
Finally, it was reiterated that the internal message remains that Goldman Sachs has 
purchased a thriving company and they have stated they will not interfere with the 
running of the company. 
  
6. Request From Kyle Lemon PMC 
The Recent email received from Kyle Lemon was presented prior to the meeting in 
order to facilitate the discussion.  
 
PMC has stated that the company is becoming less involved with the main laying 
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and commissioning part on the specialist activities the carry out as the construction 
UIP teams on site usually complete the rest once they have completed and left site.  
 
Currently operatives are required to hold an NCO (G)/GNE/GNO or equivalent in 
main/service laying in order to be deemed competent to carry out the works under 
GIRS. PMC has questioned if there is any flexibility in this, as long as they were able 
to provide evidence of training, knowledge, and competence for the specialist 
operations they undertake such as Iris/Bagstops, Stoppling and Welding? 
 
There was a consensus that for companies working in the competitive market there 
needs to be a transparent and nationally accepted qualification that is accepted 
universally. Currently this is NCO (G)/GNE/GNO or equivalent in main/service laying 
demonstrated by registration with EUSR. There is no appetite to dilute this. Whilst 
there is no requirement for the NCO(G) qualification for welders, Stopples, Bag 
stop, and Iris Stop are Specified Connections that can be used to gain unit 216 
Conduct specified connections to gas network mains and commissioning under the 
NCO(G) pathway. The request was therefore rejected. 
 
7. A.O.B 
7.1 New Pressure Gauge 
DO informed the panel that he had been contacted by a UK sole distributor of a 
new Pressure Gauge that met the requirements of 2 Bar and 7 bar pneumatic 
pressure testing. The new Gauge was believed to be significantly cheaper than the 
Drucks currently in use and the 3bar test gauge complete with Case, Hoses and 
Hydrotechnic Minimess screwed connectors was quoted as being circa £1500 
whereas the 7Bar version was quoted as being circa £2500 all in and including a 
data logger and Blue tooth connectivity to a phone. 
 
DO agreed to issue a Data sheet to LRQA for circulation when it becomes available 
  
7.2 Revised Kitemark Letter  
LK stated that SGN had reviewed the recent kitemark letter to make the 
requirements clearer. A copy is included with these minutes for circulation to the 
UIPS. LT to circulate 
 
7.3 Damage to a recently laid MP Main. 
GH informed the meeting NGN had recently experienced two damaged mains. 
Firstly, where a UIP had laid a significant length of new 180mm MP main through 
Moorland at what was supposed to be 1.1m cover. At the point of damage the 
main and was found to be at a depth of 0.6m. And secondly where a medium 
pressure main had been laid to a proposed Governor location was live, but NGN 
had not received an approved design. NGN wish to remind all UIPs working on 
their networks of the need for an approved design prior to commissioning any live 
apparatus and that any apparatus is installed in accordance with the validated 
design or approved design variation.  
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7.4 Design of IP Mains 
LT reported that recently a Design House had been contracted to provide the initial 
design application to the adopting GT for a 7 Bar supply but were not party to the 
GL5 arrangements. The UIP had sub contracted its design and IP connection 
agreements to a further GIRS registered third party who was in the process of 
contracting a non GIRS Registered Design house to complete the GL5.  
 
The result of this tenuous arrangement was that the pipe was being installed 
without an approved design or agreed MTO. LRQA requested that GIG 2 be revised 
to require that any Non GIRS accredited Designer providing GL5 design services be 
contracted via the designated designer on the Connection Application and not the 
construction UIP. 
 
During discussion it was clarified that the connections agreement was with the 
Construction UIP and that whilst the construction of any apparatus without an 
approved design is not recommended, such an action is at the commercial risk of 
the UIP. There is no contractual link between the Network adopter and the GIRS 
registered designer and any issues with the design are a commercial arrangement 
between the construction UIP and the Design House. 
 
There was an acceptance that potentially, assets could be constructed that need to 
be altered prior to commissioning where the final GL5 design has not been 
approved. (UIPs are reminded that Assets must not be commissioned prior to 
obtaining the approval of the final GL5 design submission.). However, this is a 
Project Management issue and does not require the reinforcement of GIG 2. 
 
7.5 Recent Gas Escape in a MOB 
ZP informed the meeting that Last Mile had recently experienced the damage of a 
riser system where a Contractor was core drilling a wall in a MOB and drilled 
through a live gas riser. The RIDDOR investigation was underway and any learning 
points would be circulated as appropriate. However, UIPs are reminded of the need 
to communicate with the developers the location of any live assets. 
 
7.6 Date of Next Meeting 
LK thanked everyone attending and the following dates suggested for the 2022  
meetings were agreed as follows: 
 
GIRS UIP Forum    11th January, 10th May & 13th Sept 2022 
GIRSAP                 25th January, 24th May and 27th September 2022 
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3. LLOYDS REGISTER REPORT

GIRS Company Information
COMPANIES ON REGISTER 185
COMPANIES HOLDING CONSTRUCTION SCOPES – FULL

(56 OF WHICH HOLD ONLY CCCR OR SPECIALIST BRANCH)

102

COMPANIES HOLDING CONSTRUCTION SCOPES - PARTIAL 37
COMPANIES HOLDING DESIGN ONLY - FULL 13
COMPANIES HOLDING DESIGN ONLY - PARTIAL 6
COMPANIES HOLDING PM - FULL 8
COMPANIES HOLDING PM - PARTIAL 6

COMPANIES HOLDING DMOBS - FULL 11
COMPANIES HOLDING DMOBS - PARTIAL 9
COMPANIES HOLDING CMOBS - FULL 12
COMPANIES HOLDING CMOBS – PARTIAL 27



3. LLOYDS REGISTER REPORT

2021 Report year to date – 24th September 2021

• 161 on site Surveillance visits completed 
• 16 Design Surveillance Visits completed
• 17 Recertification visits 51 Partial Assessments and 37 Partial to full 

Assessments have been completed

• 1 Major Deficiencies (3 in 2020) 
• 118 Minor Deficiencies (181 in 2020)
• 72 visits with no deficiencies (75 During 2020)



3. Surveillance visit feedback
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3. Surveillance visit feedback
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3. Surveillance visit feedback
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3. Surveillance visit feedback

NB Office visits include, design visits and 
any office based visit where numerous gas 
transporter data was provided as 
evidence.
Office Visits do not include Partial 
Assessment visits
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where numerous gas transporter data was 



3. Surveillance visit feedback

Findings Since June 1st 2021 Number of 
times the item 
was checked

Number of 
times a 
finding 
raised

Failure as 
a %age

Comments

Has the Service Been Purged Correctly 18 2 11.11%Both occasions purge hose did not 
have a flame trap

Are two fire extinguishers available and in calibration? 62 4 6.45%2 occasions Out of date, 
1 x 6kg Extinguisher
1 x gauge read zero 

Is the team working to the method statements? 64 4 6.25%2 x reminded service layer of need for 
Let by test

If the service pipe has been laid by others has any 
inspection / audit of the groundworkers activities been 
completed andretained?

18 1 5.56%Team nor supervisor aware of this 
requirement

Has the service test pressure been applied correctly? 18 1 5.56%Failed to release the air from the 
opposite end to that where the test 
was applied

Are the pressure test stand pipes suitable, serviceable 
and in calibration?

63 3 4.76%

Are cables PAT tested? 60 2 3.33%
Is a mirror available and being used as necessary? 61 2 3.28%
Are the Top Tee clamps, suitable, serviceable and in 
calibration?

63 2 3.17%

Is there an approved proposal drawing on site? 65 2 3.08%



3. Surveillance visit feedback

Key Focus Area for 2021

• Remains Pressure testing 
• Safe control of test areas.
• Testing using the correct equipment,
• Gauges, Connections and whip arresters etc.
• Accurate recording and documenting the test carried out

Equipment calibration



3. Surveillance visit feedback

Highest number of findings in one visit – Since last meeting

LR Reference Company Adopting Network Owner Responses (Failed / Total)

PRJ1109993705-3 Multi Connex Networks Cadent 3 / 233

PRJ11100295777-1 ICD Energy Ltd SGN 3 / 235

PRJ1109998474-2 Pegasus Utility Services SGN 3 / 233

PRJ11100232825-4 Megson Utilities Ltd Energetics 3 / 251

PRJ11100228247-5 Express Utilities Ltd GTC 2 / 239

PRJ11100305713-1 GTC GTC 2 / 239

PRJ11100297214-1 Arc-Tech MU Energy Assets Pipelines 2 / 233

PRJ11100240824-5 SAS Utility Services Cadent 2 / 255



The Voice of the Networks 
 

Energy Networks Association 4 More London Riverside, London, SE1 2AU 
T +44 (0)20 7706 5100   E info@energynetworks.org    W www.energynetworks.org   Follow us on Twitter @EnergyNetworks 

   Energy Networks Association Ltd is a company registered in England & Wales. No. 04832301 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Compliance & Acceptance of Self Lay Kitemarked Products 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
This guidance is issued on behalf of Cadent, SGN, NGN and WWU Gas Distribution 
Networks (GDN). It is intended to provide clarity and acceptance assurance to 
relevant 3rd parties when installing certified products (e.g. BSi Kitemark) on a self-lay 
system that is subsequently adopted by a GDN. 
 
A common objective for the GDNs is to use common product specifications. This is to 
prevent divergence of standards which would lead to additional complexity and cost 
in manufacturing, and to confusion in the marketplace. Furthermore, the use of a 
single product conformance certification process reduces duplication of effort for 
product approval. 
 
Gas Industry Standards (GIS) are product specifications which are consistent across 
GDNs. In addition, the use of 3rd party certification provides independent verification 
that the product conforms to the requirements of the applicable GIS. The Technical 
Standards Forum (TSF) overseas the creation and maintenance of GIS whilst BSI 
provide the 3rd party certification for many products conforming to a GIS, usually in 
the form of a Kitemark for gas carrying distribution products.  
 
An installer’s decision to use a particular product will be based on commercial factors 
such as cost, existing tooling, installer competence / familiarity with the product, etc. 
This applies to both GDNs and Utility Infrastructure Providers (UIP). As a result there 
may be approved products that a GDN doesn’t purchase and a UIP does, and vice 
versa. 
 
The purpose of this letter is to confirm that all GDNs will accept a maintenance 
free component with 3rd party (e.g. BSi Kitemark) certification on a self-lay 
system which they subsequently adopt. This 3rd party certification is sufficient for 
GDN's to formally accept products on their network and evidence of a formal 
individual GDN approval letter is no longer required. This remains conditional on 
existing GIRS requirements being met which, in turn, cover installer training and 
competency. In addition, when requested relevant product certification must also be 
provided to confirm product conformance and to provide product traceability. 
 
Dominic Cummings 
 
Chair, Technical Standards Forum  
On behalf of Cadent, SGN, NGN & WWU 
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From: Geoffrey Harle
To: Thomas, Les
Subject: NGN Update
Date: 08 June 2021 11:38:11
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*** THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL:   do not click any links or open any attachments unless
you trust the sender and know the content is safe. ***

Les,
 
The contact details for any issues found on site are :-
 
0133 975475 or 01133975337
Email :-  gtuip@northerngas.co.uk
 
Please also see attached a copy of SCO/101
 
Thanks,
 
Geoff.
 
Geoff Harle
 
Network Controller
 
Northern Gas Networks
Direct Line 0191 511 4546 or 0191 511 4547
Mobile: +44 (0) 7880 008709
www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk
facebook.com/northerngasnetworks
twitter.com/ngngas
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Foreword 
This Gas Industry Management Procedure was jointly approved by the Gas Networks’ Collaboration 
Forum (GNCF) on behalf of all 4 Gas Distribution Networks on DATE for use throughout these GDNs.  
 
Gas Industry documents are revised, when necessary, by the issue of new editions.  Users should 
ensure that they are in possession of the latest edition by referring to the register of engineering 
documents in their GT. 


Compliance with this document does not confer immunity from prosecution for breach of statutory 
or other legal obligations. 


The following changes have been adopted in the current version of IGEM GL6: 


• Adoption of “Risk-based Approach” for re-defining controls 


A risk based methodology employed to identify low to high risks activities and identify 


associated proposed control measures, assess any gaps and provide recommendation. 


• Introduction of an additional control “Safety & Engineering Procedures” 


Applicable to sufficiently low risk activities of repetitive or standardised nature, to 


ensure the controls are proportionate to the level of risk (Section 4.8 GL6 Edition 3). 


• Definition of competency requirements for CP and AE 


Establishing a competency framework by developing CP portfolio, definition of 


experience and mentoring requirements and the mandatory training courses and 


qualifications. 


• Clarification on conflict checking for manned & unmanned sites 


Providing clarity on roles and responsibilities for two types of conflict checking: 


continuity of supply; and on site conflict checking, for manned and unmanned sites. 


• Inclusion/additional of completion checklist, flowcharts and template forms for the 


controls 


Providing further guidance on managing controls through flowcharts demonstrating 


the process from initiation until completion of each control activity, template forms for 


each control activity and checklists to ensure activities related to controls are 


appropriately completed.  


• Inclusion of new symbols 


 


Disclaimer 
Compliance with this safety and engineering document does not confer immunity from prosecution 
for breach of statutory or other legal obligations. 


This document is provided for use by all GTs and as such its contractors are obliged by the terms and 
conditions of their contracts to comply with this document.  Where this document is used by any other 
party it is the responsibility of that party to ensure that this document is correctly applied. 
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Mandatory and Non-Mandatory Requirements 
In this document: 


Must:  Identifies a requirement by law in Great Britain (GB) at the time of publication  


Shall: Prescribes a requirement which, it is intended, will be complied with in full and without 


deviation 


Should: Prescribes a requirement which, it is intended, will be complied with unless, after prior 


consideration, deviation is considered to be acceptable. 


GTs may use alternative terminologies to describe the above context. 


If an alternative method is used then a suitable and sufficient risk assessment shall be completed to 


show that the alternative method delivers the same, or better, level of protection. 


 


Approval 


 


 


Key Changes 


 


  


IGEM/GL/6 Implementation Group: 22nd March 2019 


Gas Networks’ Collaboration Forum <Approval Date> 
 


Section Amendments 


 None – Frist issue 
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Management Procedure for 


GT Framework for Safe Control of Operations 


 


1.  Introduction 
The purpose of this Management Procedure is to provide a consistent approach for Gas Distribution 


Networks (GTs) to prepare their own procedural requirements for Safe Control of Operations (SCO).  


Whilst each GT will prepare their own SCO documentation this procedure provides a framework to 


ensure compliance with industry best practice, IGEM/GL/6 (Edition 3) – Safe Control of Operations for 


Gas Networks. 


2.  Scope 
This Management Procedure applies to the Safe Control of Operations Systems (SCOS) for the safe 


flow of gas, in GT pipelines, installation pipework and associated equipment/installations, and 


includes: 


• Permits to Work (PtW) 


• Non-Routine Operation (NRO) 


• Routine Operation (RO) 


• Form of Authority (FoA) 


• Safety & Engineering Procedures  


 


SCO provides safe systems of work for the control of hazardous or complex work activities associated 


with the receiving, transmitting, processing, distributing or storing of gas. A key element is a permitry 


system which determines how work can be carried out safely, and helps communicate this to those 


doing the work and others who may be affected by it.  


The permitry should be regarded as a tool to assist those preparing for the work, those supervising 


the work and those carrying it out to minimise risk. In addition to the permitry system other 


precautions may need to be taken. 


SCO procedures provide guidance for the implementation of additional controls that are necessary to 


protect both operational personnel that are engaged in various types of hazardous operations and 


others who may be affected by the works, and to control complex events that have the potential to 


cause loss of gas supplies. 


The procedures also ensure that only those personnel that have had their individual competencies 


matched to the required activity undertake or manage specific types of hazardous operations and/or 


complex events. 
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References - This procedure refers to the documents listed in Appendix A – H which can be sourced 


from GL/6. Unless otherwise specified the latest editions of the documents referenced therein shall 


apply, including all addenda and revisions. 


3.  Types of Safe Systems of Work 
Safe systems of work fall into a hierarchy dependant on the level of risk they control. The hierarchy 


used in the gas industry is shown below. 


 


Figure 1 – Gas Industry Risk Control Hierarchy 


3.1. Permit to Work 
A Permit to Work (PtW) is a formal written document used to control certain types of work activities 


that are potentially hazardous. It specifies the work to be done and the precautions that shall be 


undertaken.  PtW forms an essential part of safe systems of work for many work activities and they 


provide a clear record that a PtW is required where a risk assessment identifies there is considerable 


risk, either to personnel or plant calling for special safeguards.   


They allow work to start only after all foreseeable hazards have been assessed and control measures 


put in place to safeguard both the individuals carrying out the work and all others who may be affected 


by the work. 


3.1.1. When to use a Permit to Work 
A PtW shall be issued for, but not limited to the following work activities:   


• Work in known asphyxiating atmospheres  


• Work in potentially hazardous atmospheres 


• Entry into confined spaces in accordance with company standards and/or other industry 


equivalent 


• Work in excavations where access or egress requires assistance (e.g. a ladder) or as required 


by a risk assessment (e.g. use of mechanical excavators in deep excavations) 


Permit to Work (PtW)


Non-Routine Operation (NRO)


Routine Operation (RO)


Form of Authority (FoA)


Safety & Engineering Procedures


Increasing
Risk
Mitigation
Controls
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• Hot work, e.g. burning, welding, grinding on live or decommissioned plant 


• Demolition work 


• Work on plant containing or that has contained toxic or flammable materials, e.g. chemicals, 


radioactive sources, etc. 


• Pressure testing as determined by company procedures and/or industry standards 


• Lifting operations over live plant by mechanical assisted lifting apparatus 


• Other than the above, any other works where a risk assessment identifies the need for a PtW, 


e.g. Working at Heights, etc.   


It is also advisable to use a PTW when two or more individuals/groups of 


people/contractors/organisations undertake works on the Networks or meter installations. These 


groups may be from different disciplines, and may need to co-ordinate their activities to ensure their 


works are carried out safely. This should apply equally when there is a transfer of work, and/or a 


transfer of responsibilities from one group to another. 


Typical PtW activities are detailed in Appendix B. 


3.1.2. Permit to Work Content 
A Permit to Work should include as a minimum: 


• Permit type  


• Permit reference number 


• Job location 


• Plant identification 


• Names of key personnel 


• Contact numbers of Key Personnel 


• Contact number for Network Control 


• Description of work to be done and its limitations 


• Key actions required to suitably mitigate hazards identified by risk assessment 


• Precautions necessary and actions in the event of an emergency  


• Protective equipment (including PPE) 


• Time and date of issue  


• Acceptance  


• Extension/shift handover procedures  


• Hand-back  


• Contingency Plan 


• Cancellation 


To ensure that a PtW contains all required content, a standard pro-forma should be used. An example 


is shown in Appendix D. 


Note: HSG250 provides guidance on PtW systems and includes a sample PtW. 
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3.2. Non-Routine Operation 
A Non-Routine Operational (NRO) procedure is a formal written document used to control complex 


operations and is predominantly, but not exclusively, associated with ensuring the security of the gas 


supply system. The procedure specifies how the work is to be carried out; the personnel, location, 


mains, timing and required notifications to ensure that there is no conflict with other operations and 


is completed with a contingency plan.  


3.2.1. When to use a Non-Routine Operation 
An NRO is generally used for the medium, intermediate and high pressure systems as well as the low 


pressure system on pipe diameters above 12”/300 mm metallic and 355 mm polyethylene (PE). 


Appendix E details a full list of activities which require a NRO. 


In an emergency situation, where immediate action is required to prevent danger to life or property, 


or to safeguard gas supplies, the principles of the NRO/PtW processes should be followed; but the 


requirement to prepare a written procedure should not hinder operations where immediate action is 


required. 


3.2.2. Non-Routine Operation Content 
NROs should include as a minimum: 


• Reference numbers (including initiator’s and network’s identifier) 


• Location 


• Date/time and duration/expiry date 


• Objectives 


• Approvals, authority and circulation 


• Names/designations of the person in overall charge and of those responsible for site 


supervision or whose authority is required at any stage, for example the nominated  


• Competent Person (CP) or Authorising Engineer (AE) 


• Contact numbers for those involved, also in Contingency sections 


• The need for network analysis 


• Effect upon gas supplies, storage systems, pressure regulating installations (PRIs) or higher 


pressure supply systems within the Network, and adjoining Networks 


Note: Each GT should establish suitable and sufficient communication channels to enable 


other GTs and Utility Infrastructure Providers (UIPs) to establish the potential effects of the 


NRO on gas supplies. 


• Special requirements for the adjustments of storage and the pressure settings 


• Schematic system diagram showing all valves to be operated 


• Detailed drawings showing the procedure before, during and after work commences 


• Drawings to show the directional flow of gas 


• PtW requirement if appropriate  


• Requirements for any preliminary investigations deemed necessary, for example confirmation 


of materials, joint types, diameters etc. involved 
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• Assessment of any additional hazards and mitigating actions with respect to end restraint or 


anchorage of caps, bends, tees etc. (or a statement that these are not required) 


• Consideration for items identified in the risk assessment 


• Consideration for work involving two or more groups of people working on the same 


site/apparatus 


• Consideration for lists of specific tools, equipment and materials to be on site and a check list 


of preparatory work 


• List of all personnel with specific responsibilities, their site location and suitable 


communication links 


• Fully detailed step-by-step procedure for the NRO, including purging where appropriate, 


indicating personnel responsible and with provision for recording actions 


• Drawings to compliment the procedure, and both should be easily followed 


• Contingency plans for uncontrolled events 


• Consultation with other GTs whose systems may be affected by the work to be undertaken 


• Comment field for the AE 


• Major supply points affected 


 


Note: This list is not exhaustive. The Responsible Engineer (RE) may, subject to undertaking an 


engineering review and associated risk assessments, detail alternative criteria for NRO requirements. 


Reference to standards, specifications, approved codes of practice (ACoPs), codes of practice (CoPs), 


method statements and work procedures should be made where appropriate. 


To ensure that an NRO contains all required content a standard pro-forma should be used. An example 


is shown in Appendix E.  


Note:  The pro-forma is illustrative only and each GT can produce the document based on specific 


requirements. 


3.3. Routine Operation 
A Routine Operational (RO) procedure is a formal written document used to control less complex 


operations associated with work on gas pipelines/pipework and are predominantly, but not 


exclusively, associated with ensuring the security of the gas supply system.   


The procedure describes how the operation will be undertaken and also the preparatory works and 


safety equipment checks needed prior to starting. 


3.3.1. When to use a Routine Operation 
An RO is generally used for work on the low pressure system on pipe diameters up to and including 


12”/300 mm metallic and 355 mm PE. Appendix F details a full list of activities which may be 


considered for completion under an RO. 


3.3.2. Routine Operation Content 
Any RO should include as a minimum: 
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• Reference numbers (including initiator’s and GTs’ identifier) 


• Location including map reference or post code 


• Date/time and duration/expiry date 


• Objectives 


• Approvals and authority 


• Names/designations of the CP and AE 


• Contact numbers for those involved, also in Contingency sections 


• The need for network analysis 


• Effect upon gas supplies within the system and adjoining gas supply systems and metering 


installations 


Note: Each GT should establish suitable and sufficient communication channels to enable 


other Networks and UIPs to establish the potential effects of the RO on gas supplies. 


• Diagram showing all valves to be operated if applicable 


• Detailed drawings showing the procedure before, during and after work commences 


• Drawings to show the directional flow of gas 


• PtW requirement if appropriate  


• Step-by-step procedure or method statement for the RO, including purging where appropriate 


• Drawings to compliment the procedure, and both should be easily followed 


• Consultation with others whose systems may be affected by the work to be undertaken 


• Comment field for AE 


 


Note: This list is not exhaustive. The RE may, subject to undertaking an engineering review and 


associated risk assessments detail alternative criteria for RO requirements. 


Reference to standards, specifications, ACoPs, CoPs, method statements and work procedures should 


be made where appropriate. 


To ensure that a RO contains all required content a standard pro-forma should be used. An example 


is shown in Appendix F.  


Note:  The pro-forma is illustrative only and each GT can produce the document based on specific 


requirements. 


3.3.3. Risk Based Approach 
As detailed in Section 3, a risk based approach has identified a number of activities that present low 


levels of risk. For example, those that are related to low pressure pipelines with small diameter (≤6”), 


including:  


• PE Branch Saddle/Top Tee 


•  Metallic mechanical connection (e.g. bolted under pressure tee, nipple insertion, etc.)  


•  PE squeeze off 


•  Unsupported Bag Stop (including Foam Plug for decommissioning)  
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• Isolate supply by valve operation 


•  Commission or decommission mains/pipelines 


•  Install or cut–off services 


For low risk activities and following a suitable risk assessment and engineering review, the RE may 


authorise changes to the controls. 


3.4. Form of Authority 
A Form of Authority (FoA) is a formal written document that is for use on operational sites to provide an 


authorisation for work to be carried out, which does not require a PtW, and for work which is not 


authorised as part of a written procedure. 


The object of the FoA is to ensure such work is being undertaken with adequate safety precautions, that 


the AE has full knowledge of work being undertaken and no jobs conflict.  


3.4.1. When to use a Form of Authority 
Typical examples of work that may be controlled by a FoA are:  


 


• Lower risk works, such as grass cutting, fence repairs (not involving excavation works), and 


repairs to doors, etc. including work of this nature that could potentially give rise to a source 


of ignition in Zone 2 Hazardous Areas 


• Use of energy sources with a low minimum ignition energy below flammability limit to enable 


safe use within a Zone 2 Hazardous area  


• Visual inspections by contractors, e.g. by civil or environmental personnel  


• Minor civil works not requiring the use of powered machinery in the vicinity of high pressure 


pipelines 


Note: Hazardous areas are classified into zones based on an assessment of the frequency of the 


occurrence and duration of an explosive gas atmosphere. Zone 2 is defined as an area in which an 


explosive gas atmosphere is not likely to occur in normal operation and, if it occurs, will only exist 


for a short time (Reference: The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 


(DSEAR)). 


3.4.2. Form of Authority Content 
A FoA should include as a minimum: 


 


• FoA reference number 


• Site details 


• Description of work 


• Hazard identification  


• Conditions to be observed 


• Authorisation 


• Acceptance 


• Extension 
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• Completion 


• Clearance  


 


Note: This list is not exhaustive. The RE may, subject to undertaking an engineering review and 


associated risk assessments, detail alternative criteria for FoA requirements. 


To ensure that a FoA contains all required content a standard pro-forma should be used. An example 


is shown in Appendix G.  


Note:  The pro-forma is illustrative only and each GT can produce the document based on specific 


requirements. 


3.5. Safety and Engineering Procedures 
Safety and Engineering Procedures are used to manage activities that are of a repetitive or 


standardised nature and which do not require the risk mitigation controls detailed in the above 


Sections. 


3.5.1. When to use Safety and Engineering Procedures 
Safety and Engineering Procedures are typically used for activities that are carried out regularly and 


in a consistent manner, such as main-laying activities, regulator maintenance, etc. In such situations, 


Safety and Engineering Procedures should be developed and applied. 


GTs should document the process for creating Safety and Engineering Procedures (in accordance with 


their Safety Case) and may have different sub classifications in order to appropriately manage risk in 


the most efficient and effective manner. 


3.5.2. Safety and Engineering Procedures Terminology 
Terminology in current use for these sub classifications may include the following: 


 


• Policy 


• Management procedures 


• Work procedures 


• Work instructions 


• Routine procedures 


• Routine operations (Network critical) 


• Routine operations (non-Network critical) 


• Ancillary work 


 


Note: This list is not exhaustive. 


As detailed in Section 3.3 the application of a risk based approach has identified that for low pressure 


pipelines with small diameter (≤6”) a change in controls can be authorised by the RE, and an 


alternative Safety & Engineering Procedure should be used.  
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The RE’s shall ensure that any alternative Safety & Engineering Procedure contain adequate controls 


to conduct these activities. 


4. Responsibilities 
It is acknowledged that organisations/companies using SCO procedures vary greatly in size. The 


requirements set out below should be reflected to recognise the size of such organisations/companies 


to ensure that the correct standards are applied and met whilst not being seen as anti-competitive to 


the smaller sized organisations/companies. 


4.1. Individual Responsibility 
No person is absolved from the responsibility for their own safety or that of others. 


Any person is entitled and expected to check that the plant or any item to be worked with, is safe to 


use prior to commencing work. 


Any person may ask for any reasonable additional safety precautions to be taken. 


4.2.  Employer 
The primary responsibility for compliance with legal requirements rests with the Employer who must: 


• Nominate in writing one or more RE(s) and deputy(ies) for all work types, clearly stating the 


specific parts of the gas supply network covered by each RE 


• Ensure that, so far as is reasonably practicable, that REs or nominated deputies appointed by 


him/her have the qualifications, skills, training, knowledge, experience and personal qualities 


necessary for the proper exercise of professional judgement 


• Have systems and procedures in place to ensure that the exercise of professional judgement 


is subject to appropriate monitoring and review 


4.3. Responsible Engineer 
REs appointed by the Employer for managing the SCO Procedures should have a broad range of technical 


knowledge ideally from several disciplines/processes. 


4.3.1. Appointment of Network Controller and Meter Operations Controller 
The RE shall appoint a competent person (CP) to discharge the duties of Network Controller (and 


Meter Operations Controller where appropriate), and shall define the scope of the Network for each. 


The RE can delegate (formally in writing) control of all or parts of the Network for defined periods to 


an alternate Network Controller. In these circumstances the alternate Network Controller would need 


to undertake the full role of Network Controller in that area and not just conflict checking activity. 


Suitable processes shall be developed to ensure operational integrity. 


The RE shall also appoint, as appropriate, a CP to discharge the duties of a Meter Operations Controller 


to co-ordinate activities on large gas supply meter installations. 
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4.3.2. Registration of Authorising Engineers/Competent Persons 
The RE shall be satisfied that there is a process for substantiating the evidence submitted by reviewing 


managers, for individuals to become an AE and/or CP. The RE should review this evidence prior to 


registration of the AE and/or CP on the Network’s SCO database 


It is recognised that prior to assessment as an AE CP, or expansion of the categories for which a person 


is registered; it is good practice that a candidate should assess/carry out a range of suitable procedures 


under the mentorship of an appropriately skilled, experienced and registered AE. The RE should note 


such successfully completed procedures as direct evidence supporting the candidate’s assessment as 


AE/CP. 


4.4. Network Controller 


4.4.1. Appointments 
Within the Distribution Networks, including the Local Transmission Systems (LTS), there shall be an 


appointed Network Controller (who may control one or more Networks) who is the point of contact 


for those wishing to undertake work on the Distribution Network and LTS.  


4.4.2. Co-ordination and Communications 
The Network Controller shall ensure that there is co-ordination and co-operation between all internal 


and external organisation’s proposed work. 


The Network Controller shall maintain the internal and external communication links to ensure that 


all persons affected by the work (e.g. those in adjacent Networks, Meter Asset Managers, GNCC, etc.) 


are notified in advance of the work and have the opportunity to approve or supply relevant data (e.g. 


network analysis). 


4.4.3. Conflict Management and Provision of Clearance to Proceed 
The Network Controller is responsible for: 


• Conflict management of procedures that can affect Network security of supply in their own 


Network  


• Liaising with adjacent Distribution Networks/NTS  


• Checking planned or progressing work for any potential conflict (as appropriate) 


• Providing the final ‘Clearance to Proceed’  


This may include situations where other Gas Transporters have provided this information. 


4.4.4. Competency Management 
The Network Controller shall maintain as directed by the RE, a register of notified permitry and 


personnel who have been validated to undertake work on the Network. This register will be used by 


the Network Controller to validate the competency of individuals undertaking works. At the time of 


periodic competency review, the Network Controller shall receive confirmation of the AE and CP 


competency status. Failure to obtain such information will result in a suspension of the individual’s 


registration and hence ability to carry out operations under the SCO Procedures. 
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The Network Controller shall also refer to the appropriate guidance (SCO/10) for additional 


responsibilities concerning the validation of competencies of Utility Infrastructure Provider (UIP) or 


Gas Transporter personnel to act as AEs and CPs under the SCO Procedures. 


4.5. Authorising Engineer 


4.5.1. Permitry Preparation 
The AE shall ensure the safe design and planning of the proposed operation and that all forms of 


permitry are prepared in accordance with SCO documentation. The AE shall determine which CP is to 


be responsible for each operation. 


Permitry shall be authorised by the AE. 


THE AUTHORISING ENGINEER CANNOT AUTHORISE AN RO/NRO PREPARED BY HIM/HERSELF 


4.5.2. Co-ordination and Communication 
The AE shall liaise with the Network Controller and Meter Operations Controller at the planning stages 


of a non-routine or routine procedure, to ensure that relevant information is obtained to enable the 


proper planning and design of procedures, and where appropriate, the contingency plan. 


The AE shall liaise with the Network Controller/Process Controller and Meter Operations Controller to 


ensure that all persons affected by the work (e.g. those in adjacent GTs, Meter Asset Managers, GNCC, 


etc.) are notified and any conflicts identified/resolved in advance of the works, and the opportunity 


to approve or supply relevant data (e.g. network analysis) has been provided. 


AEs are responsible for conflict checking their own operations they specifically authorise within their 


normal geographical area. 


4.5.3. Contingency Plans 
NRO procedures shall contain on and off-site emergency contingency plans. The AE, in liaison with the 


Network Controller shall ensure that where applicable the contingency plan is suitable and sufficient. 


The AE shall ensure that facilities/resources to implement the emergency contingency plan are readily 


available if the plan has to be implemented. 


If a contingency plan is evoked the AE (or CP) shall contact the personnel identified in the contingency 


plan and request their services to implement the off-site contingency plan. The Network Controller 


shall be informed of the situation at the earliest opportunity. 


4.5.4 Examination and Authorisation 
The AE shall carry out a thorough and detailed examination of the proposed permitry and then as 


appropriate authorise the documents. Where necessary comments shall be added to the 


documentation, or returned to the originator for amendment and resubmission. The AE is accountable 


for the ‘signed off’ permitry. 


Where permitry requires two or more AE’s signatures (e.g. NROs where different disciplines are 


participating), the final signatory shall ensure that the above responsibilities are discharged. 
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During the period whilst work is being undertaken as part of a procedure, the AE shall have sole 


operational responsibility for that part of the Network for which he/she has received clearance to 


proceed with the work. He/she may delegate this responsibility from time to time to another AE 


having the required competencies to authorise the procedure, provided the Network Controller has 


been advised and the acceptability of such persons is confirmed (e.g. to provide cover during periods 


of holidays, sick leave, etc.). 


4.5.5 Amendments to Authorised Permitry 
The AE can make amendments to the permitry where the CP supervising or carrying out the works has 


identified an anomaly between the authorised documentation and the on-site conditions, either prior 


to starting or during the works. The AE shall use his/her engineering judgement to approve a deviation 


from the written permitry or abort the works. Any deviation shall be clearly written on the permitry. 


4.5.6 Permit to Work and Forms of Authority 
In addition to the specific duties outlined within this document, the AE shall visit site when issuing a 


PtW to confirm that the conditions of the Permit can be met, brief the CP, advise any other persons 


(on or off site) who may be affected and satisfy themselves that the work can proceed in a safe 


manner. 


The AE is responsible for ensuring that PtW and FoA are only issued to CPs. Where necessary the AE 


can contact the Network Controller to check that the proposed individual to be issued with the PtW, 


FoA, etc. has the necessary competence. 


4.5.7 Transferability (Change to Competent Person) 
If the CP is unable to start/continue the work for any reason (e.g. due to illness) the AE shall nominate 


and brief a new CP and either issue a new PtW/FoA, or endorse the changes on the existing 


PtW/FoA/NRO/RO. For a PtW this shall be carried out on site.  


4.6 Competent Person 
The CP is the person responsible for overall control of activities at all sites involved in an operation. 


He/she shall remain in attendance at the location(s) of operational activities whilst work is in progress, 


unless specifically stated within the procedure. For operations with multiple sites, each site shall be 


under the direct control of a CP who shall be named on the relevant documentation. 


It is the responsibility of the CP to bring to the attention of the AE that a particular work type is being 


undertaken for the first time or has been undertaken infrequently; and to request for mentorship to 


either discuss the work or arrange for a mentor to attend the site whilst the work is being undertaken. 


The CP shall always have the written permitry available on-site during the operation. 


ONE PERSON CANNOT SIMULTANEOUSLY FULFIL THE ROLES OF AUTHORISING ENGINEER AND 


COMPETENT PERSON FOR THE SAME OPERATION 
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4.6.1 Deviation from Safe Control of Operations Procedures 
The CP has NO authority to deviate from the written SCO procedure unless the AE has granted 


authority. 


4.6.2 Deviation from Company Management and Work Procedures 
The CP has NO authority to deviate from current company procedures. If the work cannot be 


undertaken in accordance with current company procedures, the situation shall be referred to the AE. 


4.6.3 Communications 
The CP in overall control shall be clearly identified on relevant documentation and shall ensure that 


adequate communication is established for multiple site situations prior to starting the operation. In 


addition, the CP shall ensure that in the event of an emergency, communication links to emergency 


services/emergency call centre will be available. 


Prior to starting any operation, the CP shall brief all persons under their control on their individual 


roles and responsibilities. The CP shall contact the Network Controller at the start and completion of 


Routine and Non-Routine Operational Procedures. The CP shall also advise the AE and the Network 


Controller of any proposed work that has to be cancelled when on site. 


5. Competence Requirements 


5.1. General 
There are two essential elements that shall be satisfied prior to being able to carry out work under 


the SCO. These are: 


1. The individual shall have undertaken and successfully passed the relevant SCO training course  


2. The individual shall be able to demonstrate through a competency framework that they possess the 


necessary level of competence to authorise, manage or carry out work required under SCO 


Procedures, as required by their Employer. 


5.2. SCO Training 
All personnel who undertake work on the gas infrastructure covered by the requirements under the 


SCO Procedures shall have detailed, specific training on their duties, authority and responsibilities. 


The requirement for SCO training is to ensure that individuals understand the reasons for applying 


SCO Procedures, the requirement for when permitry is required, the roles and responsibilities of the 


various participants in the process, who are the approving authorities, and how to complete and 


process the necessary documentation. 


Structured SCO training shall be given to all users of the Permitry System by an approved Service 


Provider, in line with the appropriate Learning and Development training package. There shall be an 


assessment to check understanding of SCO training and records of training shall be maintained (refer 


to Section 8 for details of record retention). 
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5.3. SCO Competency 
Tables 1 and 2 detail the minimum competency requirements for registration as a CP and AE 


respectively. 
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Table 1 – Minimum Competency Requirements for Registration as CP 
Q


u
al


if
ic


at
io


n
  


 &
 T


ra
in


in
g Pass the standard SCO Assessment 


Provide evidence of understanding Risk Assessment Techniques  


Provide evidence of competence for the specific task to be undertaken 


M
e


n
to


ri
n


g 
Ev


id
e


n
ce


 PtW 
Desktop Inspection  NA 


Site Inspection At least first 3 PtW (1) 


FoA 
Desktop Inspection  NA 


Site Inspection At least 3 


NRO 
Desktop Inspection  NA 


Site Inspection At least 3 


RO 
Desktop Inspection  NA 


Site Inspection At least 3 


Ex
p


er
ie


n
ce


 The applicant should be able to demonstrate on site a range of experience to control/supervise the 
work being undertaken in a safe and proper manner to live gas networks in the work/site type and the 
pressure range applied for. This should have been gained over a number of years and should have at 
least two years’ relevant experience in the respective discipline as a working part member in such 
activities. 


P
o


rt
fo


lio
 CP should have a portfolio which includes as minimum: reference from Manager, role description, 


current job role, a valid SCO training certificate, evidence of competence for the tasks and mentored 
jobs; and requirement to periodically add evidence of jobs undertaken to show continual 
working/knowledge. This will assist the RM to determine whether the person is suitable to be qualified 
as CP. It is the CP’s responsibility to ensure their portfolio is up-to-date.  


 


Note 1:  This mentoring is for each specific work type, e.g. deep excavation, hot works, lifting operations, etc. 


Note 2:  Companies as part of their normal Safety Cases will have safety management systems which cover 


competency management – this table is designed to focus on activities that are associated with the 


safe control of operations on gas supply systems. 
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Table 2 – Minimum Competency Requirements for Registration as AE 
Q


u
al


if
ic


at
io


n
  


 &
 T


ra
in


in
g Pass the standard SCO Assessment 


Provide evidence of understanding Risk Assessment Techniques  


Provide evidence of competence for the specific task to be undertaken 


M
e


n
to


ri
n


g 
Ev


id
e


n
ce


 


PtW Desktop Inspection  At least 1 


Site Inspection At least first 3 PtW (1) 


FoA Desktop Inspection  At least first FoA 


Site Inspection At least 1 


NRO Desktop Inspection  At least first 3 NRO (2) 


Site Inspection At least 1 


RO Desktop Inspection  At least first 3 RO 


Site Inspection At least 1 


Ex
p


er
ie


n
ce


 The applicant should be able to demonstrate a range of experience to manage and authorise written 
procedures and permitry relevant to final connections to live gas networks in the work/site type and the 
pressure range applied for. This should have been gained over a number of years and should have at 
least two years’ relevant experience in the respective discipline as a working part member in such 
activities. 


P
o


rt
fo


lio
 AE should have a portfolio which includes as minimum: reference from Manager, role description, 


current job role, a valid SCO training certificate, evidence of competence for the tasks and mentored 
jobs; and requirement to periodically add evidence of jobs undertaken to show continual 
working/knowledge. This will assist the RM to determine whether the person is suitable to be qualified 
as AE. It is the AE’s responsibility to ensure their portfolio is up-to-date. 


 


Note 1:  This is for each specific work type, e.g. deep excavation, hot works, lifting operations, etc. 


Note 2:  This is for each site type on application, e.g. Low Pressure, Medium Pressure, etc. 
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Table 3 – Guidance only – Competence Mentoring by Activity Type & Asset Group Hierarchy 


Control 
Type 


Categories Asset Type 


N
e


tw
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rk
 0


 –
 7


5
 m


b
ar
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N
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rk
  7


5
 m


b
ar


g 
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2
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N
e
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  2


 b
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g 
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7
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N
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TS
 


P
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e
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n


 <
 7


 b
ar


g 


P
re


ss
u
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e
d


u
ct


io
n


 L
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TS


 


Lo
w
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 P
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u
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 H
o
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e
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H
ig


h
 P


re
ss


u
re


 S
to


ra
ge


 


FOA 
 C C C C C B 


 
 


D A 


PtW  


Excavation C C C A B A B A 


Hot Work B B B A A A X A 


Demolition B B B B B B A A 


Pressure Testing B B A A A A A A 


Other via Risk Assessment C C C A B A B A 


Asphyxiating Atmospheres 
Hazardous Atmospheres 
Confined Spaces 
Toxic Materials 
Lifting Operations 


A 
 
 
 
 


 


Note 1: Competency in Group A also covers Groups B, C & D, competency in Group B also covers Groups C 


& D, etc., but competency in Group B does not cover Group A. 


Note 2:  Competency in Group X only applies to this group.  


Note 3: Table 3 has been provided to demonstrate guidance only to help support interpretation of this 


document. The Competency Grouping provide suggested ways in which this can link to Companies 


training material used as part of their competency management system. 
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5.3.1. SCO Competency - Ongoing Reassessment 
Reassessment in the use of the SCO suite of procedures shall be carried out whenever: 


a) There is a substantial change in the management system 


b) A need for re-assessment is identified by the audit system 


c) At least every 5 years 


REs shall ensure that a management system is in place to register the competence of individuals to 


authorise, manage or carry out the work required under permitry requirements. 


5.3.2. SCO Competency Registration 
The competency of each individual shall be matched by their reviewing manager against the 


categories of work, site and personnel type for the SCO registration process. The RE shall be satisfied 


that the evidence submitted by the reviewing manager for the individual to become a CP and/or AE is 


adequate prior to registration on the SCO database. The RE can delegate this task. The RE should 


provide confirmation of registration. The Registration will be valid for a maximum period of 5 years 


from the date of issue.  


On subsequent competency reviews, the reviewing manager shall reaffirm the SCO/competency 


matching process to ensure that the SCO registration is still valid for the categories recorded under 


the current registration. Where no changes are made the current SCO registration will remain valid 


unless the 5 year validity period is due. Where changes in categories have been identified, additional 


restrictions applied or removed, the SCO registration shall be updated and the individual be informed.  


The RE can approve the removal or suspension of individuals from the SCO database, e.g. retirement 


or failure to maintain competency of SCO certification. 


5.3.3. Authorising Engineers and Competent Persons – Evidence of Competency 
Any AE/CP shall be able to provide evidence that they are competent to perform the task, as per the 


requirements of the GT they work with. 


AEs and CPs shall maintain a copy of their SCO training certificate and a copy of their competency/SCO 


registration. 


AEs and CPs should retain copies of permitry to demonstrate the type of activities that they have 


authorised, managed or undertaken, which can be used as evidence for their competency assessment. 


Certificates gained from undertaking the SCO training and assessment can also form part of Personnel 


Development Plans and records of achievement. 
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6. Performance Review & Monitoring 
The review and monitoring process shall: 


• Ensure work is being carried out at site according to the issued SCOS documentation 


• Review the arrangements for the issue of SCOS documentation to ensure correct planning, 


communication, authorisation and approval, briefing of information to begin work, hand over 


and completion 


• Assess whether the system is operating effectively by observing site activities, review of 


incident data, and associated documentation such as competency records, work registers, and 


forms completed 


• Monitor performance standards and to assist with any ongoing improvement/enhancement 


6.1. Inspection Monitoring 
GTs shall have systems in place for regular performance monitoring of the activities of those approving 


and carrying out permitry work. This is a requirement of safety management systems required for Gas 


Transporter Safety Cases. This is to ensure that the work is being carried out as per the SCO 


documentation, and that all hazards on site have been identified and are being effectively controlled. 


The management system should have a process to ensure that such inspection monitoring is 


undertaken within defined periods, and a report submitted to the RE or other appropriate responsible 


person quarterly. 


The RE or his nominated representative should be notified immediately if any non-conformance is 


identified during routine monitoring or auditing, which cannot be immediately resolved. 


AEs shall ensure CPs conducts the work according to the issued SCOS documentation. 


Wherever practicable, an independent AE should be used for performance monitoring of a CP. 


The RE shall set the minimum requirements for sampling of works undertaken under the SCOS, for 


example, on the basis of annual work volume at least 10% of each of the following: PtW, FoA, NRO 


procedures and RO procedures are undertaken and recorded. 


AEs shall ensure that routine site checks on a sample of work activities as stipulated by the RE, of each 


of the following: PtW, FoA, NRO procedures and RO procedures are undertaken and recorded.  


This will ensure that the requirements of the documentation are being complied with. Wherever 


practicable, an independent AE or other SCO registered person with suitable experience should be 


used for performance monitoring of CPs. 


These checks should be equally divided between the CPs. The monitoring process should ensure that 


checks are carried out quarterly and a report generated to identify the status of adherence to these 


procedures. This will form part of the competency review process as documented in Section 5. 


As part of the site checks, AEs shall make specific arrangements to check sites of newly appointed CPs 


as follows: 
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• The first routine operational procedure carried out by the CP shall be checked. If due to 


operational circumstances this cannot be achieved, the AE shall make a check as soon as is 


reasonably practicable. This shall be no longer than 4 weeks from their start date, subject to 


a routine operational procedure being carried out, or the first operation thereafter 


• When new long-term engineering contracts or alliances are made this may create a high 


number of CPs to be checked. The AE shall create an action plan to carry out site checks with 


all new CPs as soon as is reasonably practicable. This shall be no longer than 3 months from 


their start date, subject to a non-routine/routine operational procedure being carried out, or 


the first operation thereafter 


The monitoring process should ensure that sufficient checks are carried out. Monitoring results shall 


be formally reported to the RE, together with any recommendations for action such as update training, 


system improvements, etc. Where the need for improvement is identified the recommendations 


should include an increased level of monitoring until the RE is satisfied that any corrective action has 


been effective. 


The RE shall ensure that there are efficient and sufficient procedures in place to monitor AE’s 


performance. These audit arrangements should also ensure that the PtW/RO/NRO has been 


completed to an acceptable quality, i.e. it is fit for purpose. 


Results of the assessment of the AE’s performance should formally be issued to the RE. The 


Responsible Manager (RM) or other appropriately qualified person, in discussion with the RE, should 


evaluate the results and decide if there is a need for revalidating the authority of AEs to discharge 


appropriate roles, and/or to determine the requirements for immediate training, and/or instigate the 


need and scope of a mentor. 


The RE should change monitoring auditing requirements based on suitable risk assessment and 


individual network operation.  


The forms used for the inspection of SCO work activities, shall as a minimum meet the requirements 


of HSG250 and the example form in Appendix H. Any changes from this form shall be submitted to the 


RE for approval. 


The RE shall commission annual monitoring of SCO procedures, which can be undertaken by the 


Network Controller, or a nominated competent person.  The management system shall have a process 


to ensure that such monitoring is undertaken, within the defined periods, and that a report is 


submitted to the RE for consideration where appropriate action is needed. 


Where the RE has delegated the task of validating and signing off the competency of individuals to 


carry out safe systems of work, the RE should ensure that this process is monitored. The RE shall have 


a documented process to record what is delegated to an individual. 


Those organisations that undertake work on the gas supply network shall provide the RE with 


documentary evidence confirming adoption of this monitoring/inspection programme. Any findings 
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resulting in removal of a CP’s ability to carry out activities shall be reported to the RE so arrangements 


can be made to amend the competency register.  


Where the SCO registration of an AE or CP has been withdrawn the GT should consider whether an 


investigation is appropriate. 


6.2. Review 
The RE should review the findings of any audits/monitoring/inspections carried out on their behalf. 


Where appropriate, any findings should be discussed with service providers or other third parties who 


may be involved. Any suggested procedure amendments, system enhancements, training requirements 


or other issues identified should be addressed as soon as practicable. 


SCO should be reviewed quarterly by the RE or an appointed person (e.g. the Network Controller), to 


assess their effectiveness. This review should include both leading and lagging indicators as well as 


specific incidents that could relate to inadequate control of work activity. 


The RE shall commission annual monitoring of written procedures. For the LTS/DNs a minimum of 8 NROs 


[2 per quarter] and a minimum of 16 ROs [4 per quarter] shall be selected per annum, at random, and the 


procedures inspected upon completion of work by a suitably competent independent person. 


6.3. Management System Audit 
Independent management system audits should be undertaken to confirm compliance with SCOS 


documentation (see IGEM/GL/4). 


The RE or nominated deputy should instigate an audit. 
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APPENDIX A - REFERENCES  
• Safe Control of Operations for Gas Networks, IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 


 


APPENDIX B – Permit to Work Activities 
• See Appendix 3 in IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 


 


APPENDIX C – Selection of Routine & Non-Routine Operations 
• See Appendix 4 in IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 


 


APPENDIX D – Permit to Work Form Example  
• See Appendix 5 in IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 


 


APPENDIX E – Non-Routine Operations Form Example 
• See Appendix 6 in IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 


 


APPENDIX F – Routine Operations Form Example 
• See Appendix 7 in IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 


 


APPENDIX G – FoA Form Example 
• See Appendix 8 in IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 


 


APPENDIX H – Example Form for the Inspection of SCO Work 
Activities 


• See Appendix 9 in IGEM GL6, Edition 3. 
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